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1 Introduction

Software defined networks has various protocols and controllers, each of those are designed
to perform in a certain way and provide efficiency and flexibility in a particular aspect.
The presented method is implemented using the most popular and out performing tools
for the detection and mitigation of DDOS attacks in a software defined network.
Openflow Protocol is the most popular and standard protocol for software defined
networks, hence openVswitch is used for this project.As the presented method is a com-
bination of statistical and machine learning methods, the logic and techniques are pro-
grammed using python. Statistical method include parameters such as speed of source
IP, speed of flow entires and ratio of flowpair entries, all of these logic is programmed in
the controller.
Ryu Controller is an open-source python based programmable controller, which is used
to define the rules and logic for the switches to follow in the methodology.
Mininet is a network simulator and creates a virtual network topology with controller,
switches and hosts, in this work a single openVswitch with 10 and 25 hosts are created
for multiple tests.
Hping3 is a packet generator which generates TCP/IP traffic in the network, it is mostly
used to test network security. Normal and attack traffic scripts are written to generate
traffic automatically using this tool.
Iperf is also a network traffic generator and network performance tester, which in this
work is used to generate traffic manually.

2 Simulation Platform Setup

This Section involves the steps and procedure to install all the packages and software
required to implement the project. The Platform setup is done on Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS
operating system.
The project demonstration and simulation was using the following tools:-

• Openflow Protocol For SDN

• Ryu Controller

• Mininet

• Hping3
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• Iperf

Before moving forward with packages installation make sure you have the updated
ubuntu OS and linux libraries with pyhton 3.8 and python 2.7 installed. Open terminal
and type in the following commands:-
-sudo apt-get update

-sudo apt-get upgrade

-sudo apt install python2

-sudo apt install python3

Openflow protocol For SDN or OpenVswitch has to be installed as it is the
standard protocol for software defined network- Switch (2009).1

Open Terminal and type in the following command:-
-sudo apt-get install openvswitch-switch
Give yes(Y) where ever it is asked, and to check the version and confirm the installation
type in:-
-ovs-vsctl –version

Figure 1: OpenVswitch Version.

Ryu Controller has to be installed to see the process of detection and mitigation
stages. To install ryu controller you need to install PIP of python to install python pack-
ages, as ryu is a python based controller it has to be installed using PIP. To install PIP
and Ryu controller type in these commands in terminal.2

-sudo apt install python3-pip

-pip3 –version

-sudo pip3 install ryu

-ryu-manager –version

Figure 2: Pip Installation

Figure 5: Ryu Check.

1Openflow switch: https://www.opennetworking.org/tag/openflow/
2Ryu Controller: https://ryu-sdn.org/
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Figure 3: Pip Check

Figure 4: Ryu Installation.

Mininet is a network simulator and creates virtual network topology for software
defined networks.3

-sudo apt-get install mininet

-mn –version

Figure 6: Mininet Installation.

Figure 7: Mininet Check.

Hping3 is a network packet generator and traffic generator for TCP/IP protocol,
mostly used for network testing4. Iperf is network traffic performance tool to generate
traffic and monitor it.5

-sudo apt-get install iperf

-sudo apt-get install hping3

Figure 9: Hping3 Installation.

Ryu packages has to be installed using pip as the ryu controller needs Python
packages to run in this environment.

3Mininet Simulator: http://mininet.org/
4Hping3 Tool: https://tools.kali.org/information-gathering/hping3
5Iperf Tool: https://iperf.fr/
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Figure 8: Iperf Installation.

-sudo pip3 install numpy

-sudo pip3 install sklearn

Figure 10: Numpy Package Installation.

Figure 11: Sklearn Package Installation.

These are all the tools and packages required for the project to run and simulation to
work. In the next sections we will see how to run attacks and obtain results.

3 Traffic Data Collection

Traffic data has to collected and stored in a file for the SVM and decision tree machine
learning algorithms to analyse and predict the attack traffic.

3.1 Normal Traffic Data

Open the controller.py file and change the APP TYPE=0 and TEST TYPE=0(See the
line numbers from the image below), here 0 is for data collection and 1 is for attack
detection in app type and test type 0 is for normal traffic data collection and 1 is for
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attack traffic data collection. Interval is the data collection intervals in seconds which is
set to 3 seconds.

Figure 12: Controller.py Code.

Open the topo.py file and change the TEST TYPE=normal, to generate normal traffic
in the network (Test type ”manual” is to generate traffic manually in mininet using Iperf
tool) and TEST TIME=600, to collect data for 600 seconds of duration-minimum 400
seconds is recommended for better accuracy. Use and run file topo25.py to have 25
hosts network topoloy for the tests.

Figure 13: Topo.py Code.

Open Terminal window and make sure you are in the project source codes folder and
then start the ryu manager for traffic collection.
-ryu-manager controller.py

Figure 14: Start Ryu Controller.

Open another terminal window and start the topology for normal traffic generation.
-sudo python2 topo.py
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Figure 15: Normal Traffic Generating.

Below image shows the normal traffic is being generated and stored a CSV file with
flow counts and different features parameters count in brackets.

Figure 16: Controller receiving traffic.

3.2 Attack Traffic Data

Open the controller.py file and change the APP TYPE=0 and TEST TYPE=1(See the
line numbers from the image below), here 0 is for data collection and 1 is for attack
detection in app type and test type 0 is for normal traffic data collection and 1 is for
attack traffic data collection. Interval is the data collection intervals in seconds which is
set to 3 seconds.

Figure 17: Controller.py Code.
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Open the topo.py file and change the TEST TYPE=attack, to generate attack traffic
in the network and TEST TIME=600, to collect data for 600 seconds of duration-
minimum 400 seconds is recommended for better accuracy.

Figure 18: Topo.py Code.

Open Terminal window and make sure you are in the project source codes folder and
then start the ryu manager for traffic collection.
-ryu-manager controller.py

Figure 19: Start Ryu Controller.

Open another terminal window and clean the previous traffic generated history of min-
inet as this traffic is different from normal traffic, we need to clean the mininet history
everytime we change the traffic generator type, and then start the topology for attack
traffic generation.
Clean mininet history:- -sudo mn -c

Figure 20: Clean Mininet History.

-sudo python2 topo.py
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Figure 21: Attack Traffic Generating.

Below image shows the attack traffic is being generated and stored a CSV file with
high flow counts and different features parameters count in brackets.

Figure 22: Controller receiving traffic.

4 DDOS Attack Detection and Mitigation Simula-

tion

This section we will see the steps involved in simulating DDOS attack and see how the
controller detects the attack traffic and mitigates it.

4.1 Normal Traffic Detection

Open controller.py file and only change the APP TYPE=1, which is for attack detection.

Figure 23: Controller.py Code.

Open Topo.py file and chenge the TEST TYPE=normal for generating normal traffic
and keep the TEST TIME=300, minimum of 3 seconds is enough for the controller to
detect as the intervals are kept as 3 seconds.
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Figure 24: Topo.py Code.

Open Terminal window and make sure you are in the project source codes folder and
then start the ryu manager for traffic collection.
-ryu-manager controller.py

Figure 25: Start Ryu Controller.

Open another terminal window and start the topology to generate normal traffic.
-sudo python2 topo.py

Figure 26: Normal Traffic Generating.

From the below image it is shown that the controller and SVM is predicting it as
normal traffic.
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Figure 27: Normal Traffic Detection.

4.2 Attack Traffic Detection and Mitigation

No change in controller.py as we are still detecting for attacks.

Open Topo.py file and chenge the TEST TYPE=attack for generating attack traffic
and keep the TEST TIME=300, minimum of 3 seconds is enough for the controller to
detect as the intervals are kept as 3 seconds.

Figure 28: Topo.py Code.

Open Terminal window and make sure you are in the project source codes folder and
then start the ryu manager for traffic collection.
-ryu-manager controller.py

Figure 29: Start Ryu Controller.

Open another terminal window and start the topology to generate attack traffic.
-sudo python2 topo.py
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Figure 30: Attack Traffic Generating.

From the below image it is shown that the controller and SVM is predicting it as
attack traffic and blocking the port from which attack is incoming. Then the rest traffic
is predicted as normal traffic.

Figure 31: DDOS Attack Traffic Detection and Mitigation.

The controller is programmed to block the port for 120 seconds and then again the
port which is blocked is unblocked. But if the attack traffic is still incoming then it again
blocks the port. Shown in image below.

Figure 32: Blocking Port Again.

5 Accuracy and Detection rate calculation

I have attached a separate python files for checking the accuracy of the DDOS attack
detection and the malicious traffic detection rate, and a python script to generate graphs
of SVM machine learning algorithm prediction.
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Make sure you are in the analysis folder and you have copied the results.CSV file
which is generated from the previous steps and copy it in this analysis folder. Run the
accuracy score.py file. The accuracy achieved from this proposed method is shown in the
image. It also shows the cross validation score.
-python accuracy score.py

Figure 33: Accuracy Score.

To calculate the detection rate of this method, in the same folder run the detec-
tion rate.py. -python detection rate.py

Figure 34: Detection Ratio.

To generate graph just run the graph.py in the same folder and the graphs will be
generated and saved in the folder.

6 Decision Tree Algorithm Changes

As python has inbuilt libraries for both Support vector machine (SVM) and Decision tree
machine learning algorithms, only the SVM.py file in the project source code files has to
be changed. All the other requirements are already programmed in the controller.
Open SVM.py and do the following changes:-
Remove the comment from line 20 and add comment to line 18, and no changes to
anymore files for detection and mitigation. Follow the steps from section 2 again for
prediction results from Decision tree ML algorithm.

Figure 35: Decision Tree ML Algorithm change.
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